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Learning objectives

Course objective #4: To know the various study 
designs, their assumptions, advantages, and 
disadvantages that could be applied to identify 
associations between phenotypes and genomic 
variants
Course objective #8: To appreciate use of 
epidemiologic study designs for a variety of 
applications of potential practical importance

To read a GWA study and be familiar with data 
presentations unique to GWA studies
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Who you study is as important as what
you study

Need to measure genotype and phenotype in 
the appropriate participants for the question 
you want to answer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s an example where, if those “best qualities” are missing at the individual level, it’s pretty apparent why your study might not come up with the right answer.  However, it is worth thinking about “best qualities” at a population level and how different study designs can help you take advantage of those qualities. You can add as many genotypes as you want, but if you have the wrong participants or if the underlying scientific question is not one with a genetic answer, you won’t get very far.



Which study design?

Purpose of the study
– Hypothesis-testing versus hypothesis generating
– Finding signal versus quantifying the signal

Available resources
Need for data collection
Choice of outcome
Ability to draw valid causal inference

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hypothesis-generating: may need to test multiple exposures, need a design that can accommodate thisIf your goal is to find a signal, may want to make the comparison between the diseased and non-diseased as extreme as you can, need a design that can accommodate thisAvailable resources – may influence participant selection, exposure measurement, or choice of phenotypesData collection – expensive to do de novo, may be able to work into an existing study (e.g., additional question on questionnaire in upcoming visit)Choice of outcome – how rare is it?  Is it important to be able to look at multiple outcome?Valid causal inference – will hear more about this in a later lecture, but different study designs are differentially susceptible to sources of bias which may impact your ability to draw a valid causal inference, or to really believe your association.



Population-based designs

Relevant to any study design
Can you define the source population from 
which the study sample is drawn?
Ability to define the population
– Challenge for convenience, volunteer samples

Why is population-based design important?
– Validity
– Generalizeability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Define person, place, time Study validity: controls represent population-at-riskStudy generalizeability: easier to compare if populations are defined



Types of epidemiologic study designs

From Wikipedia

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nonrandomized clinical trial – investigator still makes the assignment, but it is not a formal chance mechanism.
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Case-control studies: design

Design: identify participants based on their 
disease/outcome status, compare presence of risk 
factor

Cases

Controls
Exposed

Non-exposed

Exposed

Non-exposed



Assumptions

Cases representative of all cases of disease
Controls drawn from the same population as 
cases (and at risk for the outcome)
Exposure data collected similarly in cases 
and controls

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3rd point – similar methods and timing with respect to diseaseExample – case-control study of motor vehicle crashes associated with being on the cell phone. If you take cell phone records for the cases, you’d want to use cell phone records for the controls during a time that’s comparable – say, within the same week.



Case selection

Cases are identified on the basis of their 
disease/phenotype, representative of all 
individuals who develop disease
Distinguishing incident from prevalent or 
recurrent cases important
High participant rates important

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Erin has described several potential sources of cases – hospitals, registries, databasesDistinction between incident and prevalent worth noting.  An incident case occurs when an individual goes from being at risk to having the outcome.  Usually we are interested in factors associated with developing disease, so we’d like all of our cases to be incident cases.  However, by recruiting diseased individuals at a particular point in time, we are in essence sampling prevalent cases.  For certain outcomes, such as those that are rapidly fatal, the prevalent cases are going to be a highly selective subset and we end up studying factors that are associated with survival.  Similarly, if we include in our case group recurrent cases, who have already experienced the event, we end up studying factors that are associated with developing the outcome a second time.  High participation rates are important to reduce the selectivity of the case group and enhance generalizeability of the findings.Prevalence ≈ (incidence rate) x (mean disease duration) 



Control selection

“Compared to whom?” 
– Controls are representative of the general 

population who do not develop the disease
– Selected from population at risk to become case
– Families, population registries, neighborhood

Who is the population at risk?
How do you know they don’t have the 
disease?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For example, in a prostate cancer study, women are not at risk and should be excluded from the controls2) Worth thinking broadly about who the population at risk is and whether your control sample reflects this.3) Requires effort to confirm absence. If your case group is hypertension, how do you know your controls don’t have hypertension?



Case-control studies: examples

Aspirin and Reye’s syndrome in children
Oral contraceptives and reduced risk of 
ovarian/endometrial cancer
LOXL1 and exfoliation glaucoma
TCF7L2 and type 2 diabetes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1) Reye’s syndrome - encephalopathy and fatty degeneration of the liver, usually after influenza or varicella. Association with aspirin identified in a small case-control pilot. OR~20. Incidence: 0.06 per 100,000 persons under age 18 in 1994 (NEJM 1999) after aspirin warning. 1 case per 100,000 persons before the warning.2) Initial studies of OC safety showed that OC’s associated with a slightly increased risk of breast cancer but reduced risk of ovarian/endometrial cancer.  Approximately 10-50% reduction in ovarian risk, depending on how long you’ve used the OC.  Incidence = 13 per 100,000 (NCI)3) Exfoliation glaucoma – GWA study by Thorleifsson, 2007 identifies the LOXL1 locus (OR ~20). LOXL1 catalyzes the formation of elastin fibers found to be a major component of the lesions in XFG. XFG = damage to nerve fibers in the eye, with abnormal deposits on lens and other structures inside eyeball.4) TCF7L2 and T2D: OR~1.4.  TCF7L2 was the first T2D locus to be identified without prior knowledge of function (FU of linkage peak on chr10); is a transcription factor that reduces beta-cell function and insulin secretion.



Advantages of a case-control study

Suitable for rare outcomes
Suitable for outcomes with long induction period
Cheaper
Need fewer people in some cases
Readily evaluate multiple exposures
Convenient
If assumptions are met, valid estimates of relative 
risk

Presenter
Presentation Notes
May have a naturally occurring group of cases (e.g., clinic, registry)Don’t need to ascertain exposure in everybody at risk, can select a small proportion of everybody at riskDon’t need to wait for outcomes to accrueHOW MUCH TO GO INTO ASSUMPTIONS?



Disadvantages of a case-control study

Doesn’t estimate risk directly
Special considerations (more later)

– Exposure-related
Recall bias: Disease status may influence reporting
Etiologic time period

– Outcome-related
Are studying survivors of the disease

Difficult to study rare exposures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Exposure-related biases: may cloud the temporal relationship that’s necessary to infer cause.



Case-control study designs: variations 
on a theme

Nested case-control
– Within a cohort study, compares all cases to a 

subset of persons who did not develop disease
Case-cohort
– Within a cohort study, compares all cases to a 

random subsample of the cohort
– Subcohort can be used for multiple case groups

Super-cases and super-controls
– Extremes of the phenotypes
– Maximizes opportunity to detect signal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ll be discussing cohort studies more in detail next, but there are a few twists on this design that are related to case control studies. Nested case-control: a case-control study nested within a cohort study – compare all cases to subset of persons who did not develop disease.Case-cohort – can look at multiple endpoints with same reference cohort.  Common to do for continuous measures that can be categorized, such as high blood pressure.
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Cohort studies

Identify individuals based on their exposure 
status, follow forward to ascertain 
disease/outcome status

Exposed

Non-exposed
Diseased

Non-diseased

Diseased

Non-diseased

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can initiate the study before or after the exposure or the outcome has occurred.Retrospective cohort study – survivors of atomic bombNon-longitudinal cohort study – follow up of mortality among drivers



Cohort studies

Longitudinal: multiple measurements over time

Exposed

Non-exposed
Diseased

Non-diseased

Diseased

Non-diseased

Time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can collect repeated measures of exposure and outcome over time (e.g., bring participants in for yearly visits).Flexible and responsive approach: can add exposures not in original study.



Assumptions

Exposed and non-exposed groups are 
representative of a well-defined general 
population
Absence of exposure well defined
Outcome assessment comparable between 
exposed and non-exposed



Example: Framingham Heart Study

Original cohort: 5,209 residents of 
Framingham, MA (1948)
Offspring cohort: 5,124 children + spouses 
(1971)
Framingham III: 3,500 grandchildren 
(ongoing)
Identification of major risk factors for heart 
disease

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identified major risk factors for heart disease – cholesterol, high blood pressure, diabetes, smoking, obesity, physical inactivity.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example of Framingham risk score – a way to directly estimate risk.Get number of points, which can be converted to a 10-yr risk (%).ADDITIONAL COHORT EXAMPLE – NURSES’ HEALTH STUDY.  QUESTIONNAIRES, NURSE POPULATION HELPS RELIABILITY



Advantages of a cohort study

Able to directly estimate risk
Optimal for short induction periods
Can look at multiple outcomes 
Potential to investigate natural history of 
disease
Amenable to both quantitative and binary 
outcomes
Risk factors ascertained prior to disease

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Induction period = the time from exposure to manifest disease



Disadvantages of a cohort study

Not suitable for rare exposures or rare 
outcomes
Requires large populations
May be more expensive, time consuming

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Requires large populations -> less efficient“Long-lived” participants and investigators
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Randomized designs

Definition: a comparative study in which 
study subjects are assigned by a formal 
chance mechanism between two or more 
intervention strategies
Gold standard for inferring causality
Also called “randomized controlled trials, 
randomized clinical trials, experimental 
studies”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of all study designs, provides strongest assurance that a subject’s exposure/intervention status is not influenced by other factors



Randomized trials

Recruitment
Randomization

Intervention

Comparison

Diseased

Non-diseased

Diseased

Non-diseased

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Possible to have more than 2 arms.Outcome can generalize to a continuous or quantitative trait.



Randomized designs

Hallmark: participant assigned to intervention 
group by a formal chance mechanism
Assumptions
– Exposure must be potentially modifiable 
– Primary outcomes are relatively common, occur 

relatively soon

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Formal chance mechanism – assignment is made with a known probability.Genotypes generally not regarded as modifiable.



Randomized designs

Methods of randomization
– Several choices, from “flipping a coin” to stratified 

randomization
Blinding/masking
– Participant, study investigator (and anybody else 

involved in follow-up)
– Ideally, double-blinded

Analysis: intention-to-treat

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unknown confounders particularly important – can control for known ones in other study designsStratified randomization – randomization within prespecified groups, eg age and gender.In order to preserve the full benefits of randomization and make sure that follow-up is not related to which group a participant belongs to, clinical trials employ a principle called blinding.  Blinding: participant, study investigator should not be aware of assignment to intervention or comparison group.  A single-blind study is one where the participant is unaware of the treatment assignment; ideally trials will be double-blinded.Intention-to-treat analysis: analysis is done according to the initial assignments, regardless of what happens during the trial. Again, helps preserve the benefits of randomization.



Randomized designs: examples

Women’s Health Initiative
– Clinical trial component: 68,131 postmenopausal women 
– Multiple interventions: Dietary, hormone therapy, 

calcium/vitamin D
Physician’s Health Study

– PHS-1
22,071 male physicians
Assess benefits and risks of aspirin and beta carotene

– PHS-2:
14,642 male physicians
Multiple interventions: vitamin C, vitamin E, beta carotene, 
multivitamin

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WHI: among some of the notable findingsHormone therapy trial stopped because overall risks exceeded benefits (contrary to some observational studies)Calcium/vitamin D – slows loss of bone density and may protect against hip fractures; don’t prevent colorectal cancer.Dietary: some potential for low fat diet to reduce breast cancer risk, not associated with colorectal cancer or heart disease.PHS-1: daily low-dose aspirin can decrease risk of a first MI (by 44%).No benefit or harm from beta-carotene.PHS-2: data still accruing; will look at effects on CVD, cancer, and age-related eye disease.



Advantages of randomized designs

Similar distribution of baseline characteristics 
in comparison groups
Protection against confounders, both known 
and unknown
Able to directly estimate risk
Allows comparison of multiple outcomes



Disadvantages of randomized designs

Limitations on types of interventions
Costly
Not suitable for rare outcomes
Not suitable for outcomes requiring long or extensive 
follow-up
Potential challenges to the generalizeability of 
findings

– Eligibility: strict inclusion/exclusion 
– Adherence/withdrawal issues

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Interventions – must be ethical and feasible to randomizeStrict eligibility criteria to select for most adherent, high rate of outcomes during study



Summary of epi study designs

Design Well suited for

Case-control Rare outcomes, long induction periods
Multiple exposures

Cohort Common outcomes
Multiple outcomes

Randomized trials Short induction periods
Multiple outcomes
Exposures prone to confounding
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Progression of genetic epidemiology

Twin studies, family studies candidate SNPs 
candidate genes genome-wide association
Intersection of developments in biology, technology 
and statistical methods
Emphasis shifting from hypothesis-driven to agnostic 
study designs
Expanding focus from single gene disorders to 
common, multigenic diseases

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Biological knowledge, technlogy and methods are all evolving in parallelOpportunities for interdiscplinary work



Identification of T2D loci

Perry and Frayling, Curr Opin Clin Nutr Metab Care, 2008

GWAS
GWAS

GWAS
GWAS

GWAS

GWAS

GWAS

GWAS
GWAS

GWAS
GWAS

GWAS

GWAS

Reg
CG

CG

CG

CG

Fam

Fam
Fam

Fam

Fam

Fam

Fam
Fam

Fam

Fam

Fam

Fam
Fam

Fam

Fam
Fam

Presenter
Presentation Notes
18 loci associated with T2D, most with insulin secretion pathwayNearly all with some familial component.
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Why family studies?

Good route for gene discovery in Mendelian 
disorders
– Strong familial clustering suggests genetic basis
– Sentinel families good for studying specific 

phenotypes
– Less susceptible to population stratification

Estimation of special parameters
– Familial relative risk 
– Risk penetrance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Population stratification occurs when the association is distorted due to imbalances by race in both genotype and phenotype.  This will be discussed in more detail in Teri’s section on bias, but suffice to say that in the context of familial studies, race/ethnicity is controlled for within related individuals.Familial relative risk – eg, Crohn’s disease, risk associated with having a first degree relativeRisk penetrance – penetrance = proportion of those with the genotype who develop disease; can vary by age, e.g., AD



Early family study designs

The original agnostic approach
Heritability analysis

– Objective: quantify the fraction of total phenotypic variance 
attributed to genetic differences

Linkage analysis
– Objective: identify genomic regions where genes associated 

with the phenotype might lie

At best, identify large chromosomal regions, not 
specific genes
Further fine mapping of causal locus required

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Family studies deserve the credit for the original hypothesis-free design: anonymous markers (e.g., microsatellites) spaced evenly through the genomeEmily – heritability.  Family studies were designed to estimate this parameter.Family members will share large segments of chromosomes, resolution of family studies is not at gene/SNP levelVery good at detecting signals to be followed up



Family-based association studies

A twist on a familiar theme: cases + their 
relatives
– Family history, e.g., first-degree relative
– Parent-child trios: compare observed to expected 

transmission of alleles
– Extension to siblings, nuclear families, extended 

pedigrees, 



Family studies: example

Hopper, et al., Lancet, 2005

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cases and controls are identified, asked about hx of first degree relatives (relatives not interviewed)Alternately, may directly interview relatives and have unrelated controls



Family studies: example

Linkage and association data: HDL3C

Cupples, Curr Opin Lipidol, 2008

PLAGL1, 143cM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dotted line indicates linkage peak using microsatellite data, solid line adds additional SNPs in the regionData from linkage and association studies can coexist happily and build upon each other



Transmission disequilibrium test (TDT) 

Null hypothesis: If neither linkage nor association is 
present between marker and disease locus, then 
alleles from heterozygous parents will be randomly 
transmitted to affected offspring

Elston, et al. Annu Rev Genom Hum Genet, 2007

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TDT = transmission/disequilibrium test. Uses observations on transmission in families to test for linkage disequilibrium in the population.



Advantages of family studies

Less prone to population stratification
Rich context for evaluating shared genetic 
and environmental influences



Disadvantages of family studies

Difficult to separate shared environmental 
from genetic influences
Reduced power due to exclusion of 
uninformative families
Challenging for outcomes of older age
Estimates may not apply to general 
population
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Candidate gene studies - biology

Driven by current state of knowledge
Assumptions about genes, SNPs
Common disease, common variant 
hypothesis
One or a few common (≥5%) SNPs in one or 
a few genes, associated with outcome



Candidate gene studies - methods

Started by interrogating known functional 
regions – promoters, exons
Increasing knowledge about linkage 
disequilibrium tagSNPs
HapMap
Concern for false positives moderate
Problems with replication

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A very rich time for increasing our knowledge about certain properties of the human genome – development of LD maps, tagSNPsSaw practically how the number of SNPs that you needed to genotype was reduced if you knew a lot about the LD propertiesSet the stage for GWAS by meaningfully interrogating a candidate region (later to be extended to the whole genome).  Still had to know something about which candidate genes to choose.



Candidate gene studies - examples

• APOE and Alzheimer’s Disease
• BRCA and breast cancer
• PPARG and type 2 diabetes
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GWA studies - biology

Robust associations not always with 
functional variants
Success of candidate gene approach 
depended on correct specification of genes
Early GWA studies identified promising 
regions that were previously unknown
“Agnostic” approach



GWA studies - methods

Genotyping platforms developed to look at 
hundreds of thousands of genes
Same analysis (and relative risks or odds 
ratios) as before, but repeated hundreds of 
thousands of times
False positive results a major concern
Statistical adjustment of p-values, replication



GWA studies - overview

Selection of large number of individuals with the trait 
of interest, including a suitable comparison group
DNA isolation, genotyping, data review to ensure 
high genotyping quality
Statistical tests for associations 
Replication of associations in independent 
population(s) or experimental confirmation of 
function
Reports of allele frequencies, p-values, association 
statistics

Adapted from Pearson and Manolio, JAMA, 2008



Anatomy of a GWA study – colorectal 
cancer
Zanke, et al. Nat Genet 2007

Stage 1: Ontario Familial Colorectal Cancer Registry
1,226 cases / 1,239 controls

99,632 SNPs

Stage 2: Seattle and Newfoundland case-control studies
1,139 cases / 1,055 controls

1,143 SNPs

Stage 3: Scotland case-control study of early onset disease
975 cases / 1,002 controls

76 SNPs

Stage 4: Scotland case-control study of early onset disease
1,910 cases / 1,985 controls

9 SNPs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stage 1. Purpose - comprehensively survey common variation throughout the genome, without regard to function.Stage 2. Purpose: replication of top SNPs from Stage 1Stage 3. Purpose: replication of top SNPs from Stage 2Stage 4. Purpose: replication of top SNPs from Stage 3



Anatomy of a GWA study – height
Weedon, et al., Nat Genet, 2007

HMGA2



Anatomy of a GWA study – lung cancer
Hung, et al., Nature, 2008

CHRNA3,CHRNA5, CHRNB4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Genome-wide scatterplot of association data.



Anatomy of a GWA study – colorectal 
cancer
Zanke, et al., Nat Genet, 2007

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LD plot for stage 1 SNPs; two SNPs at top were alternate tagSNPs in high LD.“DQ” corresponds to open reading frame.



NHGRI GWA study catalog
www.genome.gov/gwastudies



NHGRI GWA study catalog
www.genome.gov/gwastudies



NHGRI GWA study catalog
www.genome.gov/gwastudies



NHGRI GWA study catalog
www.genome.gov/gwastudies

First author
Date
Journal
Study
Disease/trait
Initial sample size
Replication sample size
Chromosomal region

Gene (author)
Strongest SNP/allele
Minor allele frequency
P-value
OR or beta (95% CI)
Platform
Number of SNPs 
passing QC



Take-home messages

Design or read each study to make sure 
assumptions are met
Incorporate population-based designs 
whenever possible 
Consider: for which study designs are your 
scientific questions suitable?
Appreciate wealth of information available 
from GWA studies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cannot compensate for poor study design with additional genotyping or analysis.  An observational study is a one-shot deal!



Which study design(s) are most suitable for 
investigating the following associations?

1) Toxic shock syndrome and tampon use?
Case control

2) Cigarette smoking during pregnancy and low 
birthweight? 
Cohort
Randomized trial

3) Antidepressants and quality of life? 
Randomized trial

4) Genetic variants and celiac disease? 
GWA case control study

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1) C-C study: outcome rare2) Cohort most obvious, RCT assigning women to either smoking cessation or usual care would be another way to investigate.3) RCT – potential confounding by indication; known assignment may cause differences in reporting or management4) Rare disease with no obvious candidate genes



QUESTIONS?



END



Cohort studies

Prospective: study initiated before follow-up for 
outcome occurs

Exposed

Non-
exposed

Diseased

Non-diseased

Diseased

Non-diseased

Time

2008

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Retrospective cohort study – survivors of atomic bombNon-longitudinal cohort study – follow up of mortality among drivers



Cohort studies

Retrospective: study initiated after follow-up for 
outcome occurs (e.g., atomic bomb survivors)

Exposed

Non-
exposed

Diseased

Non-diseased

Diseased

Non-diseased

Time

2008

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can also focus on an outcome easily ascertained (e.g. mortality) with exposure info readily available.



Example of TDT

G72/G30 locus on 13q33 associated with bipolar 
disorder (Hattori, AJHG, 2003)



Family studies - examples

Cystic fibrosis
Neurofibromatosis
Bipolar disorder
Familial hypercholesterolemia

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bipolar - TDT



Case-control study: control selection

From Grimes and Schulz, Lancet, 2005
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